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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A NEARLY CLASSICAL
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The equilibrium statistical mechanics of a nearly classical one-component plasma, submitted to a
strong magnetic field, is studied, in three or two dimensions, by a suitable expansion of the Wigner
distribution function. A strong magnetic field quenches the quantum fluctuations transverse to the
field. The situation is especially simple for a two-dimensional plasma, which has a classical behaviour
in the strong-field limit: as a consequence, a classical Wigner crystallization can be induced by the
magnetic field.

1. Introduction
The one-component
plasma is a system of identical particles of charge e
and mass m embedded in a uniform neutralizing background of opposite
charge. The two-dimensional one-component
plasma is a reasonable model
for a system of electrons deposited on the surface of liquid helium’) (in that
case the quantum effects are weak) and also for a MOS (metal-oxydesemiconductor) inversion layer’) (for which the quantum effects are usually
dominant).
In a previous paper’), we have studied the equilibrium statistical mechanics
of a nearly classical one-component plasma in a magnetic field. In the present
paper, we extend this study to high field values, for which the straight
expansion with respect to Planck’s constant h, which was used in I, no longer
works. Indeed, an expansion with respect to ti is useful only if the dimensionless parameters built with h are small enough. The state of the plasma is
characterized
by the temperature
T, and the number density p (or, alternatively, the average interparticle distance a defined as a = (3/4~~)“~ in the
three-dimensional
case and a = (flp)-“* in the two-dimensional
case). The
corresponding dimensionless parameters can be chosen as s = fi2/ma2kBT and
t = kBThz/me4, where k, is Boltzmann’s constant. When a magnetic field B is
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present, a third dimensionless parameter appears, which can be chosen as
u = hw/2ksT, where o = eBlmc is the cyclotron frequency. These parameters
can also be considered
as ratios of characteristic
lengths, since s =
(27r-‘(A/~)~, t = (27r)-‘(A/b)‘, and u = (8~))“*A/R, where A = (2di2/mkBT)“* is
the de Broglie wavelength, b = e2/kBT is the two-body average classical
distance of closest approach, and R = (mc2kBT/e2B2)“* is an average gyration
radius in the field. In I, all three parameters s, t, U, were assumed to be small,
and therefore too strong magnetic fields were excluded by the small-u
requirement. In the present paper, we relax any restriction about U, keeping,
however, the assumption that s and t are sufficiently small; we devise a
modified approach, in which we expand with respect to s and t only, for some
arbitrary value of u. The strength of the interactions is characterized as usual
by the parameter r = (s/t)“* = e2/kBTu; F may have any value, although we
are more interested in the non-trivial strong-coupling case r%- 1.
In the strong-field limit (U s l), all particles are in the lowest Landau level;
therefore
this situation is sometimes called the extreme quantum limit.
Nevertheless, this situation may as well be considered as a very classical one,
especially in the two-dimensional
case, for which a very simple picture
emerges. The Landau orbits behave like heavy points, as if the electron mass
were very large, and the validity of a classical description is improved as the
field is increased. A lowest Landau orbit has a characteristic
radius I=
(hc/eB)“*. If 1 < A, the Landau radius I replaces the de Broglie wavelength A
as a characteristic quantum length scale, and the density range of the classical
domain is increased towards higher densities.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we discuss the
Wigner distribution function for a system of charged particles submitted to a
magnetic field. In section 3, a generalized semi-classical expansion, adapted to
the strong-field case, is obtained for this Wigner distribution function. This
expansion is used for computing the current density in section 4, the density
in configuration space and the thermodynamics
in section 5. The exchange
effects are studied in section 6, for the two-dimensional case; they are found
to be exponentially small in the strong-field limit. Finally, the solid-fluid phase
transition in two dimensions is discussed in section 7.

2. Wigner distribution
The exchange effects will be considered in section 6; they will be shown to
be small. Therefore, Boltzmann statistics can be used as a starting point. The
spins of the particles are then decoupled from the orbital degrees of freedom,
and the spin magnetic moments contribute to the total magnetization a trivial
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paramagnetic term which has been described in I and will not be further
considered. here. We first introduce the Wigner distribution function3). We
H. We call r =
consider
an N-particle
system, with a hamiltonian
(r*, r2, * * * , rN) the position in configuration space, p = (p1,p2,. . . , pN) the
position in momentum space, and set p = l/keT. The Wigner distribution
f(r, p, fl) is a representation of the density matrix, defined* as
f(r,p,~)=(dse’“*‘p”(r-~le-~~~~+~).

(2.1)

The density matrix obeys Bloch’s equation,
representation

which becomes

in the Wigner

aft& P9 PI = -H(r, P) {cos[$
(9, *9, - Qr*a,,])f(r, P, PI,

w

(2.2)

where H (r, p) is the classical hamiltonian; the gradient operators operate
either to the right or to the left, as indicated by the arrows. The initial
condition is f = 1 at /3 = 0. Our first aim is to compute f by solving eq. (2.2).
Here, we consider a system of charged particles submitted to an external
magnetic field B, and to a scalar potential V which includes their mutual
interactions. The magnetic field is described by a vector potential A(r), and
we set A = (A(q), A(r2), . . . , A(rN)). The classical hamiltonian is
If=+-(p-EA)2+

V(r).

(2.3)

It is especially convenient to use the “physical” momentum (mass times
velocity) r = p - (e/c)A rather than the canonical momentum p. Changing
from the variables (r,p) to the variables (r, T), and using B = curl A, we
obtain from (2.2) and (2.3),

(2.4)
where B A V, = (B A VT,,,B A V,, . . . , B A VrN). After the derivations
left have been performed, (2.4) becomes**

to the

v(r))f(r,~98),

(2.5)

-$-(fiV,+$BnV,

r-2

[sin2(iVr*V-)]

* A slightly different definition has been used in I.
**This equation is essentially equivalent to a previously derived one”).
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where V, in the argument of the sine operates only on V(r); from now on, all
gradients operate to the right as usual.
Eq. (2.5) provides a very convenient approach to the diamagnetism of a
nearly classical one-component
plasma. It has the nice feature of being
explicitly gauge-invariant, since it contains the field B itself rather than the
vector potential A. It can be used for computing microscopic quantities such
as the current density“) or macroscopic quantities such as the free energy.
The derivation of (2.5) requires no assumption about the spatial dependence
of the field B. From now on, we shall assume B to be uniform and directed
along the z-axis. In the two-dimensional case, B is assumed to be normal to
the plane (x, y) of the system.
3. Modified Wigner-Kirkwood

expansion

When all three quantum parameters s, t, u, which have been defined in the
introduction, are small, one can look for a solution of (2.5) as a series in
powers of h2. The leading term is the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution
(3.1)
the field B has no effect on this leading term, in agreement with the Bohr-Van
Leeuwen theorem which states that magnetism does not exist in classical
physics. Further terms of order h2, h4,. . . , can be computed and lead to the
same results as in I with a little less labour.
Here, we are interested in the situation when s and t are small, but u may
be large. It is then possible to devise a modified expansion method.* We shall
look for a solution of (2.5) as a series in powers of hV,, but no expansion will
be made with respect to hB.
To zeroth order in trV,, the solution f0 of (2.5) obeys
afo _
@-

(e2h2B2 &- v)
v’,,

8mc2

_

fo,

(3.2)

where V,, means that only the components of V, normal to B must be kept
(in two dimensions, VT1 is identical with V,). One looks for a solution of (3.2)
of the form
fo=exp[-P

(z+ V)-a(8)(a:+~:)-b(p)].

(3.3)

where a notation such as rl means a sum on all particles &. + & + * * * + T&
* Another expansion method for the strong-field case has been recently devised’%
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(rk

is the x-component of the “physical” momentum mi of particle i); for a
two-dimensional
system, the z-components must be omitted. Carrying (3.3)
into (3.2), one obtains two coupled differential equations for a(P) and b(P),
which are easily solved (the initial conditions are such that f0 = 1 at p = 0).
One finds
(3.4)
The essential feature of the strong-field case already appears in this zerothorder expression: the effect of the field is to replace the mass m in front of
7rl+ r: by multanh u, a quantity which increases with the field. Therefore, in
the strong-field limit, the motion transverse to the field is governed by a large
effective mass, and the transverse quantum fluctuations are expected to be
quenched.
Further terms of order hV,, PVS, . . . , are obtained by looking for a solution
of (2.5) of the form
f = fo(l+ hx, -t h*X*+ * * *).

(3.5)

Let us stress again that the h which appear explicitly in (3.5) come from the
expansion of (2.5) with respect to hV, only, while x1, x2, . . . , still depend on
hB. Using (3.5) in (2.5), one obtains equations for x1, x2,. . . , by successive
iterations. It is convenient to change from the variable j!? to the variable u.
The equation for xl is
3x1
x+tanhu

2
= m(h)'

(3.6)

where, again, a notation such as T,.(a/&rX) means a sum on all r&a/av,).
Guided by the form of the right-hand side of (3.6), one looks for a solution
of the form
(3.7)
Carrying (3.7) into (3.6), one obtains for y(u) the differential
dy
z+ytanhu=utanhu.

equation
(3.8)

Multiplying both sides of (3.8) by cash u, we obtain
-& (y cash u) = u sinh u.

(3.9)
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The initial condition is such that x1 = 0 at u = 0. One finds immediately
(3.9)

from
(3.10)

y(u) = u - tanh U,
and therefore
tanhu)

(3.11)

The equation for x2, although more complicated, can be solved by similar
methods. One is led to differential equations of the form
%+2y

(3.12)

tanh u = g(u),

which are solved by multiplying both sides by cash’ U. The result is
2

P4
Xz=m(U-tanhu)*

~X~-~~~
(
8Y

>

+A(-3u+utanh2u+3tanhu)(7rX$-?r,$)*
+A(-u+u

tanh*u+tanhu)

+&
P3
+

V

(

mX$+ry$)*

(u - tanh u)rZ 5 ( rX -$ + IT?$)

V

V

f12a2v

24m2

-&tanh

-+A(“-tanhu)[(gr+(g)
2 a2*
u

(3.13)

At this point, we have obtained an explicit expression for the Wigner
distribution function f up to the second order in hV,. For a two-dimensional
system, the terms involving z must be omitted.
In the zero field case (u = 0), we recover a known A-expansiod) of f. In the
strong-field limit (U 9 l), the x and y parts of x1 and x2 go to zero, another
indication that the quantum fluctuations transverse to the field are quenched.

4. Current density
The Wigner distribution function can be used for computing
current density; the current density at rl is

the electrical
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fn, d7r dr, . . . dr,

(4.1)
fdmdr

I
When the expansion (3.9, up to order tr2, is used for f, only the term of order
h, which is odd in r, contributes to the numerator of (4.1); to the same order, f
can be replaced by f,, in the denominator of (4.1). The integrals upon 7r are
easily performed. One finds, to first order in tiV,,
j(r) = c curl M(r),

(4.2)

where M(r) plays the role of a magnetization
classical one-body density

density.

M is related to the

N [eeBVdr2...drN

’

n(q) =

(4.3)

eeBv dr

M(r)=-e,&

coth u -A

>

n(r),

(4.4)

where e, is the unit vector along the field B.
Therefore, the current density is localized in the regions of variable density,
i.e. near the surface for a uniform system, as it should. Within the first order
in hV, which is used here, M(r)
depends on the local density n(r) and on the
applied field by a simple Langevin law, the same as the one which describes
the diamagnetism of a system of free particles. In the weak-field limit u Q 1,
one finds, to order ti’,
Mu

=

_

Pe2fi2n(r)

(4.5)

B

12mrc2

’

in agreement with a previous calculation4). In the strong-field limit u +m, M
saturates to minus one Bohr magneton per particle:
M(r) = -e,

$-$n(r).

5. Density in con@uration

The N-body
upon rr:

density

(4.6)

space and thermodynamics

in configuration

space is obtained

by an integration
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& I f(r, m,PI dr,

(5.1)

where d is the number of dimensions (2 or 3). The expansion (3.5) is used for
f; there is no contribution from x1 which is odd in r. One finds, to second
order in hV,,
(rJe-BHlr)=

(AdsrnhJ” emBvcr)

.{l+g($cothu

+gg
[/3

-$)[p

(9+p

(9-2

(%)1-2$]}.

($+$

)I
(5.2)

In the weak-field limit, the small-u expansion of (5.2) is in agreement with the
results of I. In the strong-field limit (u % l), only the z-part of the quantum
fluctuations survives in (5.2); for a two-dimensional system (no z-part), up to a
multiplicative factor, the spatial density is just the classical one, exp(-p’il’).
The free energy F is given by
F = -kBT In $
[

.I

(rle-aHlr) dr .

(5.3)

I

Using (5.2), we find, after integrations

by parts,

F = F,, + F1 + F2,

(5.4)

where
(5.5)
is the classical free energy,
(5.6)

F,=-iVksTln&
is the diamagnetic
F

free energy of a system of free particles, and

=h2P -Icothu_t

2

8m

u

is the quantum correction
average
(A) = 1 e-@“A dr/l

u2

(5.7)

of order (hV,)*; the notation (A) means a classical

e-@” dr.

It was shown in I that, in the three-dimensional

(5.8)
case, for a fluid, or a solid of
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cubic symmetry,

=!

a*v a*v
--r+
ax dy2

rNe*p,

while,in the two-dimensional

(

s+$)=

(5.9)

case (for which there is no z-term)

Ne*pI$g(r)dr,

(5.10)

where g(r) is the pair distribution function; except for very small values of r,
the integral in (5.10) is of the order of a-‘.
Let us discuss, in the two-dimensional case, the importance of the quantum
correction (5.7) as the field is increased. In the zero-field limit, /3F2/N is of the
order of r(A/a)* (except for very small values of r). In the strong-field limit,
/3F2/N becomes of the order of r(l/a)* (and ultimately goes to zero as the
field becomes infinite). The system will behave classically if the quantum
correction /?F,/N is sufficiently small. Therefore, the criterion for classical
behaviour, which was QA/a)* < 1 for weak fields becomes r(I/a)* < 1 for
strong fields. As announced in the introduction, 1 replaces A as a characteristic quantum length scale. More precisely, F2 is multiplied by 3/u when the
field goes from zero to large values, and A must be replaced by (127r)“*f.
Finally, let us study the magnetization. The magnetization density is
P aF_
M=-NaB-M,+M*,

(5.11)

where
M=-PZ(

eh

cothu-;

(5.12)

>

is the diamagnetic magnetization of a system of free particles,
interactions appear only in the quantum correction
.

while the

(5.13)

In the weak-field limit, through a small-u expansion of (5.12) and (5.13), one
recovers the results of I, with the remarkable feature that, near the classical
limit, the interaction-dependent
term M2 is of a higher order in h and
therefore is small compared to the free-particle term Ml. Here, one obtains
the additional result that, for stronger fields, the interaction-dependent
term
M2 becomes even more negligible, since (M2/MJ is easily shown to be a
decreasing function of u; in the strong-field limit, M2 goes to zero while M,
goes to its saturation value -p(e)h/2mc.
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6. Exchange effects (two dimensions)

In this section, we compute the exchange effects which we have neglected
before. We are interested in the strong-field limit u ++w. The exchange of
two free particles would essentially occur when they approach one another at
a distance of the order of the Landau radius 1, which is small in the
strong-field limit. The Coulomb repulsive potential strongly inhibits such
configurations;
we show that the exchange effects are then exponentially
small.
Here, we consider only the case of a two-dimensional
system. In three
dimensions, the explicit computation of exchange effects is more difficult
(however, these effects should also be small under nearly classical conditions). We omit the spins of the particles (electrons for instance) because all
particles are in the same spin state in the strong-field limit; therefore, we only
have to antisymmetrize the spatial wave functions (for fermions) in order to
compute exchange effects. At the lowest order, it is enough to keep two-body
exchange effects. Following the same method as in 1, we write the partition
function as
1

(rlr2. . . rNle-BHlrlrZ. . . rN) dr

Z=j$

_N(N-1)

(r r

2

I

2

le.*

rNleTBHlrlrz.. . rN) dr

1.

(6.1)

In order to split the free energy F = -kBT In 2 as F = Fdirect
+ Fexchrwhere
Fdirectis the direct part and Fexchis the exchange part, we write

Z’pj 1
x

I

(rlr2.. . rN(e-BHjrlrZ.. . rN) dr

1_

N(N

_

2

1)

I (~1. . . ride

-BHJrlr2. . . rN) dr

I

(rlrz . . . rNJe-BHJrlr2.. . rN) dr

(6.2)

and we expand In Z with respect to the exchange term. We find
(r1r2. . . rNle-@HIrlr2. . . rN) dr ,
I

(6.3)

and
N(N

PFexch

=

_

2

1)

I Cm . . .

rN(emBHlrlrz.. . rN) dr

(rlr2. . . rN(ewBHjrlr2.. . rN) dr

(6.4
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The direct term has been studied in section 5. We now turn to the exchange term.
In the strong-field limit, we can replace the denominator
of (6.4) by
[Q/(27rP)N] exp(-PNhw/2),
where Q is the classical configuration integral
Q = J eeBv dr.
In the numerator of (6.4), it is sufficient to treat “classically” the motion of
particles 3 to N and of the center of mass of particles 1 and 2; we obtain
(r*rr . . . rNle +-+,tZ..

. rN)

2
= (2?r12)N_ie+(N-1)ho/2e -8w(~l~rl~.~~.~N)(-~,2(e-8~12(~,2),

(6.5)

where ri2 = r2 - rl. We have split the potential energy as
V=“2+

W(q 9r 2,..-,

h2

HI2

describes
HI2 =

TN);

(6.6)

the relative motion of particles

$

1 and 2,

-ihV12 - -& B A r-12)+ $.

Since we are in nearly classical conditions, exchange effects would occur for
values of r12 small compared to the mean inter-particle distance a. Therefore
we have replaced W(r,, r2,. . . , rN) by its value at r2 = rI in (6.5). Using (6.5) in
(6.4), we obtain

PFexch
= 2Tp12 e@d2ec
N

,

dr,*(-

r121e-8421r12)

where C is a classical quantity defined by
peC=Q

N-l

C is related
function

I

exp[-pW(rl,

to the short-range

g(r) r; exp

rl, r3, . . . , rN)] drr dr3 . . . dr,.
behaviour

++c+... I.
C

of the classical

(6.9)
pair distribution

(6.10)

C is a function of the coupling parameter l? It was shown in I that C can be
simply estimated within the two-dimensional
ion-sphere model as C =
0.9537r.
At this stage, we have reduced the computation of exchange effects to a
quantum one-body problem by a “classical” treatment of the many-body
effects. Many-body effects are contained in the screening factor ec in (6.8);
we now turn to study the one-body exchange integral
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dr12(- r121e-BH~~lr12).

(6.11)

Up to now, we have only assumed that the parameter u is sufficiently large.
In order to compute asymptotic analytical expressions for Ze&,, we have to
specify the values of the two dimensionless parameters 7) = /3e2/l and 5 =
h2/me21 which entirely determine the behaviour of Z&,. These parameters are
simply related to the previous ones defined in the introduction; for instance
u = 775/2; however, here, they are more convenient. In view of practical
applications, we study the case where 5 is small and fixed, 77going to infinity;
it is then ensured that u goes to infinity (this me&ns a finite field and a
sufficiently low temperature).
Under these conditions, we calculate I_,, in
the appendix with the result
4

TM sin[! (T q2y-$]

I etch= (4T)l/3fi

xexp[-

y

(T v2)1”] exp(-9).

Using the value (6.12) of Z&, in (6.8), we finally find in terms of the
dimensionless parameters S, t, u,

Xexp[C-y

(“;“)“‘I.

(6.13)

The strong-field limit u +m can be reached of course for other ranges of
values of the parameters
77 and 5. We show in the appendix that the
expression (6.13) can be extended to the case (less realistic than the previous
one) of an infinite magnetic field, which means I small compared to both pe2
and h2/me2. Thus, it seems reasonable to believe that the exchange effects are
always exponentially small in the strong-field limit u +m.
In I, we have studied the exchange effects for a weak field. They were
found to be of the order of exp[C-(37r/2)(/3e2/h)“‘].
Here, in a strong field,
the dominant term in (6.13) is exp[C-(3fi/4)(?T/2)“3(pe2/f)2’3].
Again, it is
seen that I replaces A as the characteristic quantum length scale. There is a
competition between the many-body effects which enhance the exchange
through the factor C and the Coulomb repulsion between the particles under
consideration which quenches the exchange. The Coulomb repulsion wins,
and the exchange effects are exponentially small, if C < (pe2/1)2’3; since C is
of the order of r (except for very small values of r), this criterion for small
exchange effects can be reexpressed as r(l/a)2 < 1. It is the same criterion as
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for the smallness of the direct quantum corrections. However, for small 1, the
exchange term vanishes faster, since it is exponentially small.
Conversely, the classical picture breaks down when r(Na)* > 1. A quantum
description is then necessary, and several authorsL7) indeed have used the
Hartree-Fock
approximation. One should however be careful, because it is
likely that strong correlations will survive in a large range of the parameters.

7. Fluid-soiid

phase transition

(two dimensions)

The phase diagram of a one-component
plasma has been drawn on
theoretical grounds, for both three-dimensional*) and two-dimensional’) cases.
In the density-temperature
plane, the coexistence curve encloses a finite
solid-phase domain. The fluid-to-crystal transition has been experimentally
observedlO) in the two-dimensional case, for electrons on liquid helium. It has
that the application of a magnetic field
been argued by several authors 5*11~‘2)
will increase the size of the solid-phase domain, since the field reduces the
quantum fluctuations. Here, we come to the same conclusion.
We shall concentrate
on the two-dimensional
case, which is simpler,
because all quantum fluctuations’are then transverse to the field and therefore
reduced by it. Classically, the fluid-solid transition curve would be a straight
line in the plane (T, p”*), starting from the origin with a slope determined by
some fixed value of r = @*/a of about 125. This classical picture is valid at
low densities and temperatures.
For high densities, the quantum effects
become important, with the consequence that the transition line departs from
its classical straight line shape, bends over, and ultimately terminates on the
P “* axis.
When no magnetic field is present, the transition line shows little departure
from the classical straight line, in the (T, pr”) plane, in a low-density region
approximately defined’) by h*/me*a < lo-*; since h*/me*a
= s/I',
this criterion
can be reformulated as s < 1, or A < (27r)“*a. This condition is less drastic
than the criterion for classical behaviour, r(A/a)* < 1, which emerged in
sections 5 and 6. Actually, it is not surprising that the quantum displacement
of the transition line be less important than the quantum corrections to the
free energies of each phase, since the quantum corrections for both phases
are almost equal.
In section 5, we have seen that, when a strong magnetic field is applied, A is
replaced by (127r)“*f in the expression for the direct quantum correction to
the free energy; in section 6, we have seen that this replacement is also
appropriate for the exchange quantum correction to within a numerical factor
of the order of one. Therefore, we expect that the phase diagram in the
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(T, p”*) plane will keep the same general shape when a strong magnetic field is
present, but now the transition line will remain close to the classical straight
line in a larger domain defined by 6l’*1< a, i.e. s < u/3 (note that, for a system
of free particles, the complete filling of the lowest Landau level occurs for
2”*1 = a).
A transparent description of the strong-field case can be given in terms of
Landau orbits. Every particle is confined by the field in a lowest Landau orbit
of size I, and these small orbits behave like classical point-particles, provided
that a/l be large enough. As the density is increased, the correlation created
by the Coulomb forces become more and more important, until the orbits
organize themselves in a crystal, beyond the classical transition density
corresponding to r- 125. This classical description, however, which is valid
only if the Landau orbits are well separated, breaks down at higher densities and
temperatures.
For a system of electrons on liquid helium, the liquid-solid transition is not
affected by a magnetic field, as already shown in I. The system is already very
classical when no field is present, and a magnetic field makes it even more
classical. The transition remains in the neighbourhood of F = 125.
The situation might be more interesting for a MOS inversion layer. When
there is no magnetic field, such a system is far from being nearly classical!
However, it may become so in a strong field. Let us describe the inversion
layer as a two-dimensional one-component
plasma of particles of mass m*
interacting through a Coulomb law e*/cr (where E is a characteristic dielectric
constant), and coupled to the applied magnetic field B with the bare charge e; of
course, this is certainly a rather oversimplified model. Assuming typical values
m* = 0.2m and l = 10, one finds9), when there is no magnetic field, that the
maximum temperature at which the solid exists is only 0.1 K, below the usual
experimental conditions. However, if a magnetic field B = 2.5 x lo’ G is applied,
at the more reasonable temperature T = 1 K, for a typical density p = 2 X 10”
electrons per cm*, one finds s = 28, u = 84, F = 132. The criterion for a classical
phase transition, s < u/3, is just satisfied, and since F is near the classical
transition value 125, the system should be on the verge of the crystalline state.
This is a typical case where a strong magnetic field will induce a Wigner
cristallisation which could not otherwise occur at such a “high” temperature.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we calculate the asymptotical form of the one-body
exchange integral (6.1 l), when 5 is small and fixed, 77going to infinity
It is convenient to introduce a complete set of eigenfunctions of the relative
hamiltonian
H12=i

-ihV-;Bhr

*+$,
>

where r = r12. Since HI2 commutes
choose eigenfunctions of the form
eiu

(A.1)
with the angular

momentum,

we can

FnL(r)

64.2)

41’n,L(r)=@qiTq7T~

L is a positive or negative integer, r and 4 are the polar coordinates
Fn,Jr) is a solution of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation
-[

E$ +U.dr)]
F,,dr) = En,LF,,L(rh

of r.

64.3)

where En,L is the energy and
(4L2- 1)+&?-T.

U&r)=:+&

Choosing &L(r) normalized

(A.4)

to unity, we obtain

m
I exch

=

I

dr

?n.

(- l)L e-BEn.“(F,,L(r)12.

(A.3

0

In the range of parameters f and n considered here, the temperature is
relatively low; so the dominant contribution to IeXchis given by the states of
lowest energy, which turn out to be those of large positive angular momentum
L. For such states, we can treat the Coulomb potential as a perturbation in the
effective potential U&r). We have checked that we can replace E,,L by its
first-order expansion with respect to e* and keep the unperturbed eigenfunctions Ft.= for calculating the dominant term of (A.5). The energy levels of
a free particle in the magnetic field are EtL = (n + $)ho for L 2 0, n being a
positive integer. Since we are studying the strong-field limit u ++cQ, the
ground states n = 0 give the dominant contribution to (A.5). For such states,
EomLand F!,L have the following asymptotical behaviours for large values of
L:
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+fio
+ e2

(A.61

~L’“I

and
(r - 2L”21)2
412

(A.3

I

In the large-q limit, we can restrict the sum in (AS) to the strictly positive
values of L, and replace each term by (A.6) and (A.7). We then obtain
I

..,~=~j~~~,W)’
exp[-&-4(5-2~1~2)2], (A.8)
0

where ,$= r/l.
In order to compute
defined by
05, z) = &

the sum in (A.8), we introduce

exp [ - $

the function

f(& z)

- l(S - 2z1n)2] G

5 being fixed, f(& z) is an analytical function of z with a branch line along the
negative real axis and an essential point at the origin; we choose for fi the
determination with a positive real part. The poles of f(& t) are the non-zero
positive integers, and their residues are the terms of the sum in (A.8).
Therefore,
(A.lO)
where %‘Pis the integration contour shown in fig. 1.
In the limit p + +m, the contour integral reduces to the integral along the
imaginary axis. After a simple change of the integration variable, we find
A

branch

line

Fig. 1. The integration contour $,.
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=2
0

(A.ll)
Using (A.ll) in (A.@, we obtain a double integral representation
of Zexch.
It is convenient to perform first the integration upon the 6 variable. Since only
the large values of x give a non-negligible contribution to Zexch,we can extend
the 4 integration domain to (-03, +m). We find
m

Zexch

=

-2

dxx
.
77
-exp(-&).
sinh ~TX’sm 2tix

e-L3w2

(A.12)

0

Finally, we perform the integration upon x by the saddle-point method which
provides the asymptotical behaviour of Z&, in the large-n limit, given by eq.
(6.12).
Let us point out that Z&, has the same asymptotical behaviour (6.12) in the
case of an infinite magnetic field, namely 1 small compared to both pe2 and
h2/me2. Indeed, in the limit l++w,
we can treat the Coulomb potential as a
perturbation in V,,(r) for all values of the angular momentum L; on the other
hand, as u goes to infinity, only the ground states of positive angular
momentum give a non negligible contribution to Z&. Then, (A.6) and (A.7)
again suffice for deriving the asymptotical behaviour of Z,__h,and we find again
the same expression (6.12) for Z&,.
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